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We study the convergence of local Dirichlet forms and associated Schrodinger 
operators. Conditions are given for q. + cp in order that the Schrodinger operators 
-A + dq, r qn associated with Dirichlet forms j lVu(x)l* q:(x) dx generate con- 
traction semigroups which converge strongly in L’(W”). Moreover, conditions are 
given which permit one to identify the limit contraction semigroups and 
Schrodinger operators. G 1986 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTJ~N 
The theory of Dirichlet forms is a most suitable tool for the study of 
symmetric Markov semigroups and the associated symmetric Markov 
processes, in the general situations of infinitesimal generators with singular 
coefficients. Such situations are known to arise quite naturally in problems 
of quantum mechanics and quantum field theory; see, e.g., Cl-151 and 
references therein. 
In particular Dirichlet forms have been used intensively in recent years 
to define quantum mechanical Hamiltonians in singular situations. The 
well-known procedure (given in [ 11; see also, e.g., [S, 81, for other 
illustrations) is as follows. Let cp > 0 a.e. in Rd, cp E Z&(Rd), and consider 
the quadratic form s(u, u) = jRd IVu(x)l* q(x)’ dx defined first on CF(Rd) 
functions u. Under general assumptions it is known [ 1,6,9, 10, 12, 14, 151 
that $ has closed extensions. Let B be a closed extension which is a 
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Dirichlet form [ 151, i.e., such that P, E e@, t > 0, with - 9 positive, self- 
adjoint in L2(Rd, q(x)’ dx) st. 
c?(U, U)-((-y)1’2 4 (-~)“*&(Iwd,c$dx) 
for all u in the definition domain o(&‘) = D(( -5!)“*). 6 is a Markov 
semigroup on L*(llF’, (p* dx) in the sense that 0 <f< 1 + 0 6 P,fd 1, for 
all fE L*( UP, ‘p2 dx). 
The quantum mechanical Hamiltonian for a particle in I@, given by the 
“ground state” vector cp, is by definition the self-adjoint operator H in 
L*(EF’, dx) defined by H= cp( - P’) ‘p-l. The corresponding semigroup is 
T,=eprH, t > 0, and we have T, = ‘pP,cppl. Note that T, and H are 
operators in L*(FC’) c L*(FY’, dx), whereas P, and 2 are operators in 
L2( Rd, q? dx). 
In certain applications, e.g., the problem of regularization of quantum 
mechanical Hamiltonians, [2], it is important to know whether a given 
Dirichlet form 8’ (and the associated semigroup and process) can be 
approximated by “more regular” ones or more generally by a given 
sequence of Dirichlet forms &‘” in such a way that for the corresponding 
semigroups T: resp. T, constructed as above, one has e + T, as n -+ co (or 
equivalently, the regularized Hamiltonian H, converges in strong resolvent 
sense to H). 
This problem turns out to be very complex. In [Z] the case of minimally 
closed Dirichlet forms of the diffusion (i.e., local) type j IVu(x)l* cp,(x)’ dx 
(“energy forms”), with (Pi r cp such that IIqn/qlILa(Rd) + 1 was handled, as 
well as the corresponding case of a monotone decreasing sequence of (P,,. 
The monotonicity was relaxed in [9] (which only requires essentially 
cp,/cp t 1 in Lm(Rd) or cp,/cp + 1, cp < qn, in L”(Rd)). 
In this paper we study the much more complex situation in which no 
assumption of the form cp,,/cp t 1 or cp,,/cp + 1 in L” is required. We con- 
sider a sequence of Lfo,(Rd) functions (P,, > 0 a.e. and associate to them the 
Dirichlet form 6’” obtained by closing the energy form b”(u, U) = j IVu(x)l* 
cp,(x)’ dx with the domain L2(Rd, cpz dx)-functions s.t. IVul E 
L*( W’, q;: dx). 
Let us call P: the associated symmetric Markov semigroup in 
L2(Rd, cp,?, dx) and set q 3 cp,,P;cp;’ so that T: = ePrHn, with H, a 
(generalized) Schrodinger Hamiltonian, formally given, modulo a constant 
E,, by -A + Acp,/cp,, so that H,, - E, = -A + Acp,,/cp,,. We call H, the 
Hamiltonian, associated with 6’” and call q the semigroup in L2(Rd) 
associated with 8”. We prove (Theorem 2.3) that if (Pi -+ cp a.e., cp > 0 in 
J% 3 and a couple of additional conditions involving (P,,, cp; ‘, and Vq, 
(roughly to avoid strong singularities of (P,,, cp; l outside finite balls as well 
as too strong growth of x. Vcp,(x)/cp,(x)) are fulfilled, then T: + T, 
%Of68/2-2 
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strongly, at least by subsequences, for some positivity preserving semigroup 
T, in L2(Rd). 
The next question, answered in Theorems 2.7, 2.8, is about the charac- 
terization of the limit semigroup T,. 
Theorem 2.7 identifies the generator 9 of the symmetric Markov 
semigroup P, = cp ~ I T, cp = et” as - .9? = -A - ‘LVq/cp . V on CA(G), if q is 
strictly positive and C’ outside some domain G whose complement has 
zero Lebesgue measure and xc’p; l-+ xGqP1 in L:,,(G). 
Theorem 2.8 proves that under additional assumptions of the type 
cp,(x)<Cq$x) and (P;‘-“P~~ in &(Rd), P, is the symmetric Markov 
semigroup associated with the energy form given by cp. 
Section 3 contains the discussion of examples. 
2. THE CONVERGENCE RESULTS 
Let (Pi be a sequence of functions in Lf,,(R’), such that q,(x) >O for 
each n and (Lebesgue a.e.) x. Let 2” be the bilinear form in 
L*(E?‘, cp$(x) dx) with definition domain D(bn) consisting of all functions 
u E L2(Rd, q:(x) dx) which are such that the distributional derivatives 
D,u(x) = (c?/dxi) u(x), i= l,..., d are measurable functions (i.e., Vu is a 
measurable function on I@ with values in Rd) and Jiwd IVu(x)l’ 
q,(x)’ dx < co. 
For any u E D(@) we set 
c?‘“(u, u) z jRd IVu(x)12 (P,(x)~ dx. (2.1) 
We assume that zn is closable in L’(U@, q;(x) dx) for each n, and we 
denote by 6” the minimal closed extension of 2:“. We shall refer shortly to 
d” as the energy form given by (Pi. 
Remark 1. A sufficient condition for the closability of b” is (e.g., see 
[ 14, lo]) pn E qt > 0 a.e., p; l Dip,, E Lf,,(Rd), and p;’ E L,i,,(Rd). If pn is 
locally Lipschitz and p,(x) > 0 for all x E Rd then one has, in addition to 
closability, that the unique self-adjoint operator associated with &’ is essen- 
tially self-adjoint on C;(Rd) [ 14). For d= 1 a sufficient condition for the 
closability is, e.g., p, p-l E J$,,( W), see [ 121. 
Remark 2. The closed bilinear form 8” is local (in the sense of [ 151) 
but in general it is not regular. In the case (P” E xR., Q,, a domain of Wd, the 
corresponding positive self-adjoint operator - 9, uniquely associated with 
it (in the sense that b”(u, U) = (( - Yn)“’ U, (- Zn)‘/’ u), VU E D(&“) = 
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D(( --ZH)‘/*), with ( , ) the scalar product in L*(R’, cpz dx)), is the maximal 
element in the set of all self-adjoint extensions of -A 1 CF(Q,). 
In general the energy form 8” defined here differs in the definition 
domain from the “minimal one” we used, e.g., in [ 11. 
For each n E N let P: be the symmetric Markov semigroup in 
L2(Rd, ‘pz dx) associated with b”, and let T: be the symmetric positivity 
preserving contraction semigroup in L2(Rd) given by 
(2.2) 
We assume that (P” -+ cp as n + cc in Li,(Rd) and q(x) > 0 a.e. in x. We are 
interested in studying the convergence of the semigroup q as n + co. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume that there exist R, > 0 and C > 0 such that 
for all n 
(Pn r(IWd--BRa)EC2([Wd-BRo), 
with B,= {xE[W~ 11x1 Gr}, cp,(x)>O, and x~Vcp,(x)/cp,(x)<C)x~* for all 
XEW- B,,. Then for any R > 0 we have 
sup I IP:x~~(x)l* G(X)* dx + 0 n W-B, 
as r+m, for any t>O. 
Proof: Let (Xi”)(o), P:) be the diffusion process associated with P;. Let 
@ E Cm(R”) satisfy $(x) = 0 for 1x1 < R, + 1 and I&X) = 1 for 1x1 > R, + 2. 
Set b,(x) = $(x) Vcp,(x)/cp,(x) for all x E KY’. Then obviously, 
x. b,(x) d c 1x1 2, x E lRd and b, E C’( rWd). (2.3) 
Let f,,(t, x) be the unique solution of the stochastic differential equation 
dpn(t, x) = b,(f,#, x)) dt + dW,, Qo, x) =x, 
where W, is the standard Brownian motion. Let 
r = inf(t > 0; IX,(o)] < R + 3) 
and 
r,-inf{t>O; IW(t,x)l <R+3}. 
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Then 
P:{ sup IX,(o)1 > r} = P{ sup IZ”(s, x)1 > r, t < T,} 
OSZS~lhI O<S<! 
<P{ sup Ifn(s, x)1 > r}. (2.4) 
O<s<t 
Let a(o)=inf{t>O; IX,(w)1 >R,+4} and let 
To(O) = dw), 
~rz(~) = T,- l(O) + e4&4), 
T,(O) = fJn(w) + w&-,(4)7 where e,(w)(t) = o(t + s) 
for all n = 1, 2,.... Then for r>R,+5 
P:(IX,I>r)=P:(JX,J>r,t<z)+ 1 P;(lXIl>r,o,<t<z,) 
m=l 
=P:(IX,I >r, t<z) 
+ 1 P:(lX,l>r,~,<t,t-a,<2,8,,) 
f?l=l 
< P( sup IPJ.5 x)1 2 r) 
OSSGlh7x 
+ c Px(am<t) suP p(o<,“~~,  If&, VII > r), (2.5) m=l lyl=Ro+4 . . , 
by the strong Markov property and (2.4). Similar to [16, Lemma 6.6.3, 
p. 1621, we have 
sup f P:(o, < t) = c, < co. 
y,y m = 1 
Q-6) 
Now let 
if r < 1x1 <r + N, 
otherwise. 
Then 
s IP:x~~(x)l~ (P,(X)* dx G (fr,,v, f’:x&q++ (2.7) r<lx(<r+N 
with ( , )L~Cqzj the scalar product in L’((pi dx). But the right-hand side of 
(2.7) is equa! to 
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< J cpn(x)* dx.J’:(IX,I >r) 1x1 S R 
6 (J q,(x)’ dx > . (1 + C,). sup P( sup IF&, x)1 >I), (2.8) 1x1 G R Ix1 <R O<SCf 
for Ro+5<R<r. 
However, the proof of Theorems 10.2.1 and 10.2.2 in [16] shows that 
(2.3) leads to lim,, m sup,, suplx, G R P(supocSG I Ix,(s, x)1 > r) = 0, for any 
R > 0. Therefore 
lim J If’;x&)l* cp,(x)’ dx = 0, r-00 1x12-r 
which proves the proposition. 1 
We begin our study of the convergence of T: by the following. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let q be given by (2.2). Then there exists a subsequence 
{nk}, nk + co as k + co, and a family of contraction operators (T,, t > 0) on 
L’(@) such that (f, ckg)L2(Rd)+(f, T,g)L2cWdl, as k+ 00, for any 
f, g E L*( IF’) and t > 0. 
Proof Let dE; be the spectral decomposition of q. Then we have for 
all t > 0 (f, c g)L2(Rd) = j? e-l’ dE;(f, g). We observe that the total mass 
of dE$( f, g) is bounded by 11 f/I L2(nd) II gll LZ(Rd), hence the family { dE’J f, g); 
n >, 1 } is tight in the space of signed measures on [0, co). By a diagonal 
argument the lemma then follows. 1 
THEOREM 2.3. Under the assumptions of Proposition 2.1 and the 
additional assumption A, that there exists an increasing sequence {G,}, 
m > 1, of bounded domains in [Wd with smooth boundary such that 
(i) x&x) q,(x)-’ + xc,(x) q(x))’ in L2([Wd) as n -+ 00 for each 
ma 1, and m 
(ii) [Wd 
\ 
u G, is of null Lebesgue measure, we have that 
??I=1 
there exists a subsequence nk and a positivity preserving contraction 
semigroup {T,, t > 0} on L*(llX”) such that 
p -+ T, 
strongly as k + co, for any t 2 0. 
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Proof: From Lemma 2.2 and the assumption (P,, + cp in Li,(iW’), we 
may assume, going possibly to subsequences, that there exists a family of 
contraction operators (T,, t > 0} for which q f + r,j” weakly for any t 3 0 
and f E L2(Rd), and q,(x) + q(x) for a.e. x, as n -+ co. 
Let f~ L”(lW’) with supp f c II,. By the assumption (Pi + cp in Z&( Rd) 
we have cp, f + cpf in I,‘( W’). Therefore 
weakly in L2(W’). 
(2.9) 
Since, for all t > 0, P:fcD(b”), we can find $P’)ED(~‘), k = 1, 2 ,..., 
such that, with &( g, g) E 8( g, g) + (g, g) 
a’f(P; f - l@q P’: f - @“) + 0 
as k + co, and, for all k = 1, 2 ,..., 
s ~VlJqq’ fpn(x)2 dx < 26”(P” f P”f) f, r 
Q’ t I If(x (~n(x)‘dx. (2.10) Rd 
From assumption A we have that {X&X) q,Jx)-‘, I? > l} is bounded in 
,Cz(Wd). From this and the inequality (2.10) we have that (xc, jV$p,f)l; 
kgl, n31) is bounded in L’(lW’) and ~~,t,bp”)+~~,P;f in L’(W’), as 
k -+ co. Thus we see that (P: f r G,, n > 1 } is a bounded set in W:( G,), 
the Sobolev space of order 1 of L’ type. Hence {xc,(x) P; f(x), n 3 l} is 
relatively compact in L’(lRd). Since G, is a bounded domain and 
IP:f@)l G IlfllLmT we also see that {X&X) P: f (x); n 2 1) is relatively com- 
pact in L2(Rd). 
Now set Aj E (x E UP’ I inf, q,(x) Z l/j, sup, q,(x) <j, V 1x1 <j}. Then 
we have that {xGmn &x) q,,(x) P: f (x), IZ 2 1) is relatively compact in 
L2(Rd) for each m 2 1. From (2.9) we have that 
XG,n&) cprz(x) PYf(x) --) XG,nA,(x) T,(cpf )(x) 
in L*(R”). On the other hand, we have 
lJ%P:f -x G, n A,Vn PYf II L2CRd) 
(2.11) 
Q I W-B. Ef (x)12 (P,(X)* dx 
+ I IP:fbW cpn(x)” dx 
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G llfll Lm J-d_ B IP:x&)l* cpn(x)* dx 
r 
+ VII L- JB ~ G n A cpn(x)2 dx. (2.12) 
r m m 
From the assumption and Proposition 1 we have, for any SE L”( R“) of 
compact support, 
(2.13) 
as m -+ co. This and (2.11) imply 
v,P:f -+ T,(cpf) in L2(Rd) as n+co. (2.14) 
On the other hand we have 
II T:(d) - %mlLq~d) = Ilmcpf- 4%rf)llLZ(IWd) 
=z II cpf - cP,fll Lqd) + 0 as n + co. (2.15) 
Therefore we get finally from (2.14) and (2.15) 
T;(cpf I+ TAcpf 1 in L2Wd) as n+co, 
for any f~ L”(Rd) with compact support, which then implies that q + T, 
strongly, which proves the theorem. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let q, T, be as in Theorem 2.3. Let (P,, -+ cp as n + GO 
in Li,(Rd), (P”, q>O a.e., and set P,=q-lT,cp. Then P, is a Markov 
semigroup on L2(Rd, q(x)’ dx) (in the sense that 0 6 f d 14 0 < P’f < 1). 
Proof: 0 <f + 0 d P, f is obvious, since T, is positivity preserving. Let 
A, = {xe Rd I inf, q,(x) b l/m, swI q,(x) d m, I4 d m}. Then the 
Lebesgue measure of Rd - lJ,“= , A, is zero. Let f E L”(Rd), with compact 
support. Then cp,f -+ &in L2(Rd); thus 
cp,P:f = T:(cpnf) + Tdcpf) = cpptf 
in L*(R”). On the other hand, 
Thus we have 
XAm(P~-’ + xa,(P+ in L2(Rd). 
XA,,jX) p:f(x) + XA,(X) p,f(x) in L1(Rd). (2.16) 
Since ess sup IxA,(x) P: f(x)1 < Ilf [IL”, we obtain ess sup IxA,(x) P,f(x)l Q 
II f II Lz. This implies ess sup I P,f(x)l < llfll Lm; thus P, is a Markov operator. 
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LEMMA 2.5. Let P, be as in Proposition 2.4 and let 6” be the minimal 
closed extension of the form 8” in L2(Rd, q,,(x)’ dx), defined by (2.1). If 
fEU,?zl n~~,~(O liminf,+,~‘Yf,f)<~, and ll~nf-~fllL~~R~~+O 
asn+oo; then 
f E D(a) and b(f,f)dliminfd”(f,f). n-cc 
In particular, C;( Rd) c D(b) and ~(f;f)~~lW~IVf(x)12(p(x)2dx, 
j-e C(y(Rd). 
ProoJ Let f EUF==I nrzk D(F), liminf,,, &"(f,f )< co and 
q,, f + qf in L*( Rd). Then we have q,, P; f -+ CpP, f in L’(lT@. Therefore 




from which the lemma follows easily, using limtl,( l/t)( f, (1 - P,) f ) = 
8f,f) (Cl51). I 
LEMMA 2.6. Under the same assumptions as in Proposition 2.4 and 
assuming that, for some domain G in OX”, xo(p, l+ xo(p-’ in L:,,(G), we see 
that for any f E L”(Rd) with compact support, with 3’ denoting the 
generator of P, (P, = e tT, t>,O), we have that (1-Y)-‘f rG has weak 
derivatives of order one and 
s 
]V(I -9)-l f(x)l’q(x)‘dx 
G 
< (.tt Ttl - 3)-‘f )L2(C#,q2dx). 
Moreover, 
Vg(x).VC(l - -W’f I(x) cp(x)’ dx 
for any g E CA(G). 
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Proof Since qn f + qf in L2(lRd), we get qn P; f -b cpP,f in L2(Rd), as 
n -+ co. Let 2” be the generator of P;, so that P: = e@“, t > 0. Then 
Hence 
cp,(l-JP-‘f -+(p(l-29))’ in L2(Rd). (2.17) 
Since on the other hand 
I(1 - ~T’f(x)l G Ilf III,m, (2.18) 
we then have 
(l-Y-‘f-*(1-2))‘f (2.19) 
in &,(lRd), 1 <p-c co. 
One has easily (1 - P) f E D(P); thus there exists II/, E D(c$~) such that 
~n([l-~n]~‘f-II/,, [l-Y’]-‘f-rl/,)<l/n 
and 
s Rd IWn(x)I * cp,(x)l* dx 
<(l+l/n)B”([l-Y-‘f,[1-5PP’f) 
<(l + (‘h))(f, yn(l -Tn)-2f )LZ(Rd,p;dx). 
From this it follows that {cp,V+,, n Z 1 } is bounded in L2(Rd; Rd). Let 
k E L2(Rd; Rd) be a cluster point of { cp,V@,, n B 1 } in the weak topology. 
Since xG(p;’ -+ xc(p -’ in L:,,(G) we see that xcV$, -+ xGqplk, weakly in 
L:,,(G). On the other hand, x&en - (1 - _Lpn)-’ f) + 0 in L:,,(G), which 
implies xG$, + x&l- 2))‘f in L:,,(G). Thus 
cp-lk rG=V(l-T))‘f rG in W(G). 
Moreover, 
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J IV(l -cYp’f(x)12 q(x)’ dx G 
< J Ik(x)l’dx Rd 
< lim inf J IW&)12 dx)” dx 
Let g E CA(G). Then (P” Vg + cp Vg in L2( Rd); thus 
J Vg(x).V(14’~‘j-(x)(~(x)~dx Rd 
= J v(x) Wx) k(x) dx agd 
= lim J qn Vg. qn V,, dx = lim &‘Yg, tin). nta, n-  
Observe that 
I~%? IClJ-&Yg, (1-~T’f)12 
<fF(g, g)b”((l -=YT1f-tin, (1 -~Yf-tin) 
1 
<- J IWx)l’ cpn(x)’ dx + 0 asn+co. n IW~ 
Therefore we have 
J Vg(x) V( 1 - 2)-‘f(x) q(x)’ dx 
= lim d”(g, (1 - S?-‘f) 
n-r-2 
which proves the lemma. 1 
THEOREM 2.7. Let q = (P,,P;(P~~‘, with P: the symmetric Markov 
semigroup in L2(R’, qi dx) associated with 6”, qn E Lk,(Rd), q,(x) > 0 a.e. 
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Assume (P” + cp as n + 00 in Lf,,(lRd), q(x) > 0 a.e. Let T, be the strong limit 
of q as n -+ 00, which exists under the assumption of Theorem 2.3, if 
necessary under restriction to subsequences. Let P, be the symmetric Markov 
semigroup in L2(Rd, (p2 dx) given by P, = ‘p-‘T,cp (Proposition 2.4). Let Y 
be the generator of (P,, t > 0) and let d be the Dirichlet form associated with 
pt. 
Suppose there exists a domain G in Rd such that 
0) x~‘P;’ --f xGv - ’ in L:,,(G); 
(ii) cp rG~C’(G)andcp(x)>OforaZfx~G; 
(iii) the Lebesgue measure of Rd- G is zero. 
Then Ci( G) c D(b) and Zg = Ag + 2(Vq9/47) Vg, g E Ci( G). Moreover, 
Ch( Rd) c D(6) and 
b(g, 8) = id IV&)l’ dx)’ dx for all g E CA( Rd). 
Proof Let p0 be the operator defined in L2(Rd, q2 dx) such that 
D(pO) = C;(G) and p0 g(x) = dg(x) + 2(Vq$x)/cp(x)) Vg(x) for all 
g E C;(G). Then by Lemma 2.6 we get 
(=%g,(l-=W’f)=(g,=W-=Wlf) (2.20) 
with ( , ) the scalar product in L2(Rd, cp2 dx), for any g E C;(G), f E L”(Rd) 
with compact support. Since both sides of (2.20) are continuous in 
f E L2(Rd, (p2 dx) we have that (2.20) holds in fact for any gE C;(G), 
f E L2(Rd, (p2 dx). Since 9’ is self-adjoint we get then 
G(G) = D(y) and Yg= Jgg for g E Ci( G). (2.21) 
Thus 
ag. ‘!r) = -(Tg, g) = 4% g g) 
= s IV&)l’ cp(x)’ d  Rd 
for any g E C;(G). 
By Lemma 2.5 we have Ch(lRd) c D(b), and so by virtue of the 
Beurling-Deny theorem (cf. [15]), there exists a positive definite family of 
symmetric measures vij, i, j = l,..., d, a measure k in Rd, and a positive sym- 
metric measure J in Rd x Rd-{diagonal}, such that 
a(f,f)= f j-x (x) 2 b)vg(dx) ij=l Rda~l 
+ s,d Cf(x)-f(y)12J(dx,dy)+lRdf(x)2k(dx). 
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However (2.21) and the uniqueness of vii, k, J imply v,(dx) = 6, dx in G, 
J( G x R“) = J( Rd x G) = 0, k(G) = 0. Thus we get 
+ jRd [f(x) -f( d12 J(dx, dv) + j-JW* k(dx). 
This and Lemma 2.5 imply 
for any f E CA(F@), which completes the proof of Theorem 2.7. 1 
COROLLARY. If the process associated with the minimal Dirichlet form 
(the closure ofd(f,f)=f ~V’~2(p2dx, feCr(Rd)) does not reach Rd-G 
(Cap (Rd- G) = 0) then by the uniqueness of solutions of the martingale 
problem [ 163 we have that the generator 9’ of the semigroup P,, t > 0, coin- 
cides with the self-adjoint operator uniquely associated with the minimal 
Dirichlet form. 
We shall now see that under somewhat stronger assumptions it is 
possible to identify P, as the Markov semigroup associated the energy form 
given by q. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let T,, T, be as in Theorem 2.7. Suppose moreover that 
(i) 43;’ + (p-l in LF,,(Rd), 
(ii) there exists a constant C3 1 such that q,(x) d Ccp(x) for any 
n3 1, xERd. 
Let D(&)={u~L’(R~,(p*dx; Vu is a measurable function and 
Se IWx)l* dx)’ dx < CQ >; &(u, u) = J IVu(x)l’ (p(x)* dx. Then 4 has 
closed extensions and let 8, be the smallest closed extension of &. Then $ is 
the Dirichlet form associated with P, = cp - lT,cp. 
Proof: That & has a closed extension follows from [14, 151. If u E D($) 
then it is easy to see, using q,(x) U(X) < Q(x) u(x), that u E nF= i D($‘), 
d”(u, u) < C2&(u, u), and II’p,,u - cpull 
D(&) c D(b), (2.22) and 
LZcadj --f 0. Therefore, by Lemma 2.5, 
b(u, u) d lim inf J?(u, U) = lim inf s IWx)l 2 dW2 dx n ” Rd 
= 
f IVu(x)l* q(x)’ dx = &(u, u). Wd 
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On the other hand, if f E La)( Rd) with compact support, then, by Lemma 
2.6, we have (1 -Y)-‘f ED(&) and 
&((l-9))‘J (l-~)-‘f)+q(l-~)-‘f,(1-2yf). 
However, {(l-9))‘f, f EL”(Rd) with compact support} is dense in 
D(b) with respect to the norm JFI(f, f) - S(f, f) + (f, f ). Therefore 
D(8) CD($), which then together with (2.18), yields D(b) =D($) and 
&(a, U) = gO(u, U) for all u E D(b) = D(,z&), proving the theorem. 1 
3. EXAMPLES 
1. Let qn: [w + IF! be continuous functions satisfying 
cpnb) = 1 for x > l/n 
cp,(x) = 1 for x< -l/n 
co >C2cp,(x)>O for all - l/n <x Q l/n. 
Then (P,, -+ 1 in L&(R). 
Let & O<il< co, be Dirichlet forms in L’(R) given by II = 
{fEL2(W If( x ) is absolutely continuous in x and J’g If ‘(x)12 dx < CO }, 
with f’(x) E df/dx, D(gA) = (f E L2(R) ) f I(- co, 0) and f 1 (0, 00) are 
absolutely continuous and SC- oo,O~v o,oo~ If ‘(x)1 2 dx -C cc } for all 0 < 1~ co, 
and 
for any f E II( 0 < A< co, with the convention that cc .O = 0. We have 
the following 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that 
exists and call it A. Let, as in Section 2, T: = (p,P:(p,‘, P: being the sym- 
metric Markov semigroup associated with the closure 8” of the form 
8:“(u, u) = jR lu’(x)12 q;(x) dx 
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D(b”) = u E L*(R, q:(x) dx), j Id(x)1 * q;(x) dx < 00 . 
R I 
Let T, be the semigroup in L*(R) given by T, = (pP,rp -‘, with P, the sym- 
metric Markov semigroup in L2(R, q(x)’ dx) associated with (&‘A, D(gA)). 
Then q -+ T, strongly. 
Proof. From Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.7 we have that there exists a 
subsequence {nk > for which T ;k -+ T, for a contraction semigroup T, in 
L*(R). It suffices thus to show that T, is the semigroup associated with 6” 
with the above value of A. Let 6p be the generator of T,. Then by 
Lemma 2.6. 
for any f~ L”(R) of compact support, which shows D(Y) c D($). Let 8’ 
be the Dirichlet form associated with T,. Then, by Theorem 2.7, 
D(tp,)c D(B). If D(&) = D(b) then 8, = 8, by Theorem 2.7. Suppose 
that D($,) # D(B). Then since D(9)c D(&)c D(B), we have that 
C?((-co, O-1 u [O+, co)) is a core of D(d). By the Beurling-Deny 
theorem we get, for any f~C,m((-co,O-]u[O+,co)), &(f,f)= 
cl((f(O+)-f(o-))2)+S(-oo,0)“(0,m) If’(x)\* dx, for some 0 d ,u < co. This 
then shows that 8 = 8p for some 0 <CL 6 co. 
We shall now prove that p = 1. We distinguish two cases, according to 
whether A = 0 or A > 0. 
Case A = 0. In this case we have for x < 0, with C-J=(O) the first hitting 
time at 2, for y<min(-1,x), 
P~(x(t)E[1,21)~P”,[~,~t]dP”,[a,~a,ora,~~] 






with s,(t) - j”i ds/cp,(s)*. However, lim, _ -~ supn P:[a,(w) < t] = 0 for 
all x < 0. and 
s,(x) -S,(Y) --) o 
s,(l)--n(Y) 
as n+co, 
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because 
Thus P;(x(t) E [l, 21) + 0 as n + GO. This shows that 
mIl.z,)b) --+ 0 
for x<O, hence TI(xcl,zl)(x) =0 for a.e. x<O, which shows p=O, since if 
we had p > 0 then we would have T,(x~~,~,)(x) > 0 a.e. x E R. Then, in the 
case I = 0, we have indeed p = II. 
Case 2 > 0. Let 
s,(x) = 
i 
A *-‘+x+1 if x > 0, 
x+1 if x < 0, 
and let s,(x) be defined as for the case A = 0. We note that Yns,(x) = 0 for 
all x E R. 
Letg~C~([W)suchthatg’(-1)=1,g(-1)=O,g’(l)=g(l)=1,andlet 
s,(x) SMXY~“( 1 )I for x 2 1, 
for -l<x<l, 
for xb -1. 
Then g, E D(Yn) and Yg, = k,, where 
for x3 1, 
for -lbx<l, 
for x< -1. 
It is obvious that g,(x) --f g,(x) for any XE R- (0) and k,(x)+ k,(x) 
uniformly in x, where 
Then g, E II and ZH g, = k,, with 
for x> 1, 
for -1 <x,<l, 
for x< -1. 
for x3 1, 
for -l<x<l, 
for x< -1. 
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It is obvious that g,(x) + g,(x), for any x E R - {0}, and k,(x) + k,(x) 
uniformly in x, where 
s,(l) &al(XY~cD(l)) for x> 1, 
for -l<x<l, 
for x< -1, 
and 
t 
(l/sm(l )I g”(~m(xY~cu(l)) for x> 1, 
k,(x)= 0 for -l<x<l, 
g”(X) for x< -1. 
Let f,,- g,-- k, for no N u (+ 00). Then (1 - Yn) g,(x)=f,,(x). Since 
the g, are uniformly bounded and (p,fn -fm in L*(R), we get 
as follows from (2.20). This implies (1 - 2))’ fm = g,, and thus in par- 
ticular g, E D(Z). On the other hand for any co 2 p > 0 
&Ju, u) = Iorn u’u’ dx + j” u’u’dx+p[(u(O+)-u(O-))(o(O+)--(O-))] 
-co 
=- I +g, u”udx-[u’(O+)o(O+)-u’(O-)u(O-)] -m 
-p(u(O+)-u(O-))(u(O+)-u(O-)). 
Thus if u E D(b), then u has to satisfy‘ u’(O+ ) = u’(O- ) = p(u(O+ ) - 
u(O-)),g’,(O+)=g’,(O-)= 1. From this we get p(g,(O+)-ggm(O-))= 
Iz-‘p = 1, which shows that A= p, and the theorem is proven. 1 
If instead of the Dirichlet forms 8” we would have considered the 
minimal forms B;;, defined as the closure of f Iu’[* qt dx with domain 
CF(lW’) (closure which exists, e.g., if cpI1 are locally Lipschitz by the result 
of [ 143, in which case 8; = 8”; or if, e.g., qn are s.t. cpz, cp;’ E L:,,(R) 
[12]), then by the results of [9] if cp,Jcp t 1 in L”(R) or cp,/cp + 1 
in L”(R) with q < qn a.e., we would have obtained the convergence 
of the self-adjoint operator H” in L2(W) associated with S;t, by eerH” = 
cp,P:cp; l, with P: the semigroup in L2(R, cpi dx) s.t. P; = efyn, &J(u, u) = 
((-%Y2 u, (-zl-1’2 u)&&f+ in strong resolvent sense to the operator 
H= -&/dx* in L2( R) assodated with & (defined as the closure of the 
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form zO(u, u)=J lu’(x)l* d x with domain C;(R)), so that $(u, u)= 
(zF2u, H1’2U),2(,,dx). 
2. Let q(x) = x2ePx2, x E [w and (P,, such that 
O<cp,(x)< 1 and 
for 1x1 > l/n, 
for 1x1 < l/n. 
Then q,(x) + q(x) as n + cc for all x #O; however, cp,/cp k 1 in L”(R), 
so that the criteria in [2,9] cannot be applied. From Theorem 2.3 we have 
the strong convergence by subsequences of q to a positivity preserving 
semigroup T, in L’( Iw). By Theorem 2.7 the generator 9 of P, = cp ~ ‘T,cp 
is given on Ci( R - { 0) ) by 6p0 = d*/dx* + 2( cp’/q)(d/dx) = d*/dx* + 
(4/x)(d/dx) and the Dirichlet form associated with P, is given by &(g, g) = 
j Ig’(x)l* cp* dx for all g E CA(R). By the corollary to Theorem 2.7, 56’ 
actually coincides with the closure of T0 in L*(R, (p* dx). 
3. Let q(x)= 1x( -?, O<y<$ and q,(x)= q(x) A n. Then 
q,(x) + q(x) as n + co, for a.e. x; [2,9] cannot, however, be applied. 
Since the hypotheses of Theorem 2.8 are satisfied in this case, we have 
q + T, strongly in L*(lR), with P, = cp-‘T,cp the Markov semigroup in 
L*(R, (p* dx) uniquely associated with the Dirichlet form & which is the 
closure of j Id/dx u(x)l’ 1~1~~~ dx with domain {u~L*([W,lx~~*~ dx),
d/dx U(X) measurable, and s.t. f Idu/dxl* 1x1 e-2? dx < cc }. In this case & is 
actually the unique Dirichlet form reducing to j Idu/dxl* 1x1 p2y dx on 
C,“(R) (C141). 
4. Let cp(x, y) = IX/~ g(x, y) for all x, ye R, and some ~121, with 
1 < g < 2, g E C,“(R*), and let (PJx, y) = 1x1’ g(x, y) + l/n. 
From Theorems 2.3 and 2.7 we have T; + T, strongly in L*(R*), with 
P, = cp- ‘T,q a Markov semigroup in L*(R*, (p* dx dy). The generator of P, 
satisfies .Zg = Ag + 2(Vq/cp) Vg, k~CfX~*-{{O,y), Y~R)); the 
Dirichlet form 6 associated with P, satisfies b(u, U) = fiwz IVu(x, y)l* 
cp(x, y)’ dx dy for all u E Ch( W’). 
Moreover, we are in the situation of Corollary 2.7, by the results of [4, 
Theorem 4.21. Hence Y is the self-adjoint operator uniquely associated 
with the closure of the form 6 1 C,“(R*) x Cr( R*). 
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